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Baxter’s a pup who’s made up
of small stuff and tall stuff.
The most fun, curious kind

of supersoft furry pal you’ll find. 



He found himself upside, 
reverse-side down one day

in a forest of singing sneaker trees
beside a swarm of cupcake bees.



He got a belly rub  
from a six-handed traveler

with spaghetti hair  
on a path to who knows where.



Then he passed a sunrise, 
not rising up, but from the side

and a family of giant candied cats 
wearing frosting-covered donut hats.



“What a place!” Baxter said,
“But, how did I get here?”

“How do I get back?
I don’t know the way,  
and I have no map.”

TO READ THE REST OF  
BAXTER’S ADVENTURE,  

visit baxterthedogbooks.com for the full version of  
Baxter Goes to Imagination Land.

Available in paperback and eBook.
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Mostly made-up adventures inspired by a mostly real dog 
named Baxter. Follow your imagination past the sneaker 

trees and cupcake bees to a place only you can see.

Jenn the Human

Baxter the Dog

Author & Illustrator

Give Baxter a pat on the back.  
Visit Amazon.com to give his adventure 5 paws up.

baxterthedogbooks.com @baxterbooks


